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Editorial

Been feeling the electricity cuts, have you? 
Finding how incredibly dependent we are on
electricity?  

We were without power for 28 hours when the
“fun” started, and were beginning to fear for the 
contents of our freezer. Makes you realise a
little of how “the other half” live the whole time 
— going to bed by candle-light . . . no TV . . .
no quick cup of coffee in the microwave . . .
okay, maybe I can now fix that loose shelf —
oops, need to drill holes for screws — drill
won’t work . . . maybe I can at last assemble
that new battery pack — oops, no soldering
iron . . . can’t even get going on Southeaster.

And now, when we were beginning to think it
might be sorting itself out, headlines on the
phone poles shout “Here We Go Again!”

*  *  *
I found an elderly SAMAA News with a list of
Champions — in all disciplines — but it was
horribly incomplete!  Only one column for
soaring and nothing on sloping!

This just had to be put right, so some research
into even older Southeasters (My collection
goes back to 1973!) resulted in the table on the
following pages.

It still contains gaps, so any info which fills any
spaces or corrects any errors will be welcomed!

 “. . . usual
  gang was
  there . . .”
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National Soaring Champions

2005 2004 2003 2002 2001

Chris Adrian Michelle Goodrum Michelle Goodrum Markus vd Riet Craig Goodrum
Simon Nelson Paul Carnall Dennis Bird Dennis Bird Thermal
Simon Nelson Izak Theron Dennis Bird Klint Klintworth Dennis Bird

Volney Klintworth Volney Klintworth Anton Coetzee John Monk Anton Coetzee
Noodsberg - KZN Midrand MS Ladybrand Midrand MS Silverton GC

Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum
F3B

Midrand MS Ladybrand Midrand MS Silverton GC

Craig Goodrum Chris Adrian Chris Adrian Michelle Goodrum
Lionel Brink Paul Carnall Gert Nieuwoudt Dennis Bird Thermal
Lionel Brink Gordon Prahm Conrad Klintworth Ricky Mitchell League
Midrand MS Midrand MS

Craig Goodrum Joe Coetzer Chris Adrian Chris Adrian Chris Adrian Postals
Midrand MS Silverton GC Durban MAC Silverton GC Silverton GC

no no no no no
Slope

Aerobaticevent event event event event

1995 1994 1993 1992 1991

Craig Goodrum Brian Nortje —- John Nevin Eric Furman
no event! Thermal

Dave Greer —- Mike Battersby
—- —- John Monk

White Hills RF White Hills RF Rand MAC Alberton MAC

Mike Summers John Monk Theo Wolters
F3B

Craig Goodrum Brian Nortje
Thermal

Chas Stevens Nigel Wilkinson League
Midrand MS Vaal RF

Brian Nortje Brian Nortje John Monk Jean du Plessis Brett Jenkins Postals
White Hills RF White Hills RF Kyalami GC White Hills RF White Hills RF

no no no no Vic Hoxley
Slope

Aerobaticevent event event event Bryan Nicolson
Port Elizabeth
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2000 1999 1998 1997 1996

Open Chris Adrian Craig Goodrum Chris Adrian Dave Greer Michelle Goodrum
Low Tech Dennis Bird Charles Stevens Charles Stevens

Two Metre Alan Sneedon Charles Stevens John Monk Mark Stockton
HLG —- —- Craig Goodrum John Monk

venue Silverton GC Alberton MAC Midrand MS Swartkoppies Karkloof - KZN

Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum

venue Silverton GC Alberton MAC

Open Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum Craig Goodrum
Low Tech Alan Drew Martin Coetzee Charles Stevens

Two Metre Henk Joubert Martin Coetzee Charles Stevens Charles Stevens Charles Stevens
Team Midrand MS Midrand MS Midrand MS Midrand MS Midrand MS

Individual Chris Adrian Craig Goodrum Chris Adrian Chris Adrian Craig Goodrum
Team Silverton GC Midrand MS Midrand MS Midrand MS Midrand MS

Expert no no no no no
Intermediate event event event event event

venue

1990 1989 1988 1987 1986

Open — Andrew Lightfoot Paul Beatty John Lightfoot
Low-Tech re-run

Two Metre strange results
HLG —

venue Durban MAC Rand MAC Vaal RF

(Peter Culverwell) Theo Wolters Paul Beatty
venue Vaal RF

Open
Low-Tech
Two-Metre

Team

Individual Dave Greer Klaus Bungeroth Derek Marusich Derek Marusich Mike Gundry
Team Durban MAC Southern SC Durban MAC Rand MAC Rand MAC

Expert Vic Hoxley John Lightfoot no no no
Intermediate Brian Hood Klaus Bungeroth event event event

venue Port Elizabeth Port Elizabeth
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1985 1984 1983 1982 1981

Clive Reunert Normal Leipzig
Derek Marusich Derek Marusich Thermal

Paul Beatty Andy Keil Andy Keil Andy Keil Mike Gundry
F3B

Southern SC

Joe Coetzer Joe Coetzer Mike Gundry Albert Jordaan Rudi Venter Postals
Southern SC Silverton MFC Durban MAC Kyalami GC Silverton MFC

no no no no Andrew Hirst
Slope

Aerobaticevent event event event Ken Alrick
Cape Town

1975 1974 1973 1972 1971

Celeste Perelson Charles Thompson Neville Kelly Monte Malherbe Neville Kelly ThermalSouthern SC Pretoria RF Oudtshoorn ?

Nord Gerneke Postals
Pretoria RF

Chris Sweatman no Jim Connacher Monte Malherbe Neville Kelly
Slope

AerobaticJohn Lightfoot event Peet Steyn Jaapie Raats
Cape Town Port Elizabeth Durban Cape Town

1980 1979 1978 1977 1976

Nord Gerneke Roy Spavins Neil Oellerman John Lightfoot Noel Drew
Thermal

(PE (/SSC) Vaal RF

Frikkie Roos Roy Spavins Nord Gerneke
F3B

Roger Stern B Sieber Ann Stern Nord Gerneke Nord Gerneke Postals
Salisbury MAC Salisbury MAC Salisbury MAC Pretoria RF Kyalami GC

no no no Norman Perelson Brian Broad
Slope

Aerobaticevent event event John King Mike Ward
Port Elizabeth Durban
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Open
Two Metre

venue

venue

Individual
Team

Expert
Intermediate

venue

Open
venue

Individual
Team

Expert
Intermediate

venue

Open
Two Metre

venue

venue

Individual
Team

Expert
Intermediate

venue

This is the issue where I start to get
stroppy about subs!  

No more SE if this warning is ignored!

Two people have paid in to the Club
account but we don’t know who they
are!   The banks provide a means of
identifying the depositor, so please use
it!

One paid in R 300 at Pinelands
ABSA and another deposited R 360 * 
at Kenilworth.

( * R 360 looks like R 200 for SAMAA 
and R 160 for SE, which doesn’t make
sense.  What about SSC?)

An ABSA deposit slip came through
my fax machine but the latter ran out of
paper before anything identifyable
appeared, so I need someone to admit
to that one too.

*
It didn’t strike me until now that the
picture below could well be appropriate 
for those who have not yet paid, as well
as those who haven’t identified
themselves . . . 

If you feel the cap fits . . .

*  *  *

It would be so nice to hear from a few
more people out there — 

— what they’ve been doing recently

— what sneaky little tricks they use
for certain purposes

— what they saw last weekend

— what strange or interesting things
have happened lately at your club

Yes, I do get reports from several clubs
about contests but what about the
everyday club activities?  Surely
someone is doing something out of the
ordinary somewhere?

How about telling us about it?

*  *  *
Sorry about the lateness of this issue,
but I spent four days in hospital right at
the critical time, laid on my back with
nothing to do but read!

Blood pressure high and blood sugar
not responding to pills — change of
pills and now daily insulin injections!

- - - o o O o o - - -

 Go Get ’em Dad!  
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  Reflections of The Chair

            Brian Mulder

After taking on the responsibility of Chairman,
Greg promptly dumped a whole wad of
correspondence in my lap.  Oh dear . . . what
have I let myself in for, I wondered?   

Now, I am not the kind of person that enjoys
stirring up issues and fighting political battles
with those in power.  I just like to pitch up at the
flying field and enjoy some flying and social
interaction.  

As simple as this may sound, flying radio
control aircraft imposes some minor risk to
properly and lives.  For this, we need insurance.      
Interestingly, the one topic that did create a fair
amount of debate at the AGM was that of
insurance.  This was more about the issue of
how to accommodate not-yet-SAAMA
members who wanted to fly, as opposed to the
actual insurance policy.  
I decided to look into the issue a little deeper
and whilst reading through some e-mails
provided by Greg, I have become aware of one
or two issues regarding the Insurance Policy
with which I am not at all happy.

The actual Insurance Policy.
My knowledge of insurance is limited to what
cover I have on my car and home.  That policy
alone can be a tricky affair to check if you are
not familiar with insurance terminology and
how they can catch you out.  Hence, I take it in
good faith that the policy SAAMA has bought
will suit our needs.  

Those who have looked at it, say the actual
detail specified in it is pretty much in order and
of the norm for these kinds of policies.  What is
not acceptable however as far as I am
concerned, is that of the excess payable and

how it works. Never mind for now the issue of
how day members are (not) covered, which
would appear to be the main issue discussed by
various people.  If they knew of the detail I am
about to remind you about, they would
probably turn around and go home anyway.

Minimum Excess
Should there be a claim low enough that the
minimum excess is applicable, you are going to 
need to fork out from your own pocket, either
R 5 000 or R 10 000.  (1% of the claim or not
less than R 5 000 — or R 10 000 if the third
party is also a SAMAA member)   And based on
risk assessment, it is more likely going to be
R10 000.      

Okay, so let’s look at this bit of detail first.    The 
figure payable is based on whether the other
party is a SAAMA member.    If that person is a
SAAMA member, you pay R10k minimum.  If
you are lucky enough to cause damage to a
non-SAAMA member, you save yourself R5k.  

Now I have a problem with this.  The difference 
between the two amounts is excessive for
starters, and considering that if the claim is
between two SAAMA members, both would be 
contributing towards the Insurance policy
anyway.  So I do not see why this should be the
case.  

Now how about this scenario — I am on the
way to Youngsfield driving down Wetton Road.  
My car is struck by a RC plane and causes a
minor accident.   The offending person is now
liable for minimum of R10k excess because I
happen to be a SAAMA member who was not
even parked within the boundary of a registered 
flying field.  Is that fair?          
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Now I do understand that the excess is there to
prevent unnecessary claims and the SAAMA
Newsletter of November 2005 states that the
insurance ought only be used for those big
unfortunate cases . . . which could be costing
you a whole lot more that the 5 or 10k.  So put
quite frankly, the policy as it stands, is pretty
useless when it comes down to fixing a dent in a 
car due to a RC plane.  My own thoughts are
that the R5000 excess is more than sufficient
and that the R10K excess is over the top. 
The question now becomes, was it not possible
to get cover for the more minor events
considering claim history or is the intention that 
SAAMA members use their own insurance for
small claims? (* See later paragraph!)

Excess Payable for Larger Claims.
In the case of a claim that exceeds 1 Million,
you will be liable for 1% of the claim.  So if
somebody is maimed or killed, a claim could
reach levels of 5 to 10 million, depending on
the person that suffered.  Maybe even higher! 
So for a claim of 5 Million, you are liable to pay 
R50k and for 10Million (the person probably is
a Lawyer or Accountant) you pay R100k.  Can
you afford that?  Is this sort of excess realistic? 
Isn’t this sort of claim / excess exactly why we
have insurance in the first place?
I dug out my own Household Insurance and
found out to my surprise that I had Personal
Liability to the value of 2,5 Million.  My policy
however failed to reflect the excess payable (or
I simply could not find it) so gave my Brokers a
call.  I then questioned them on exactly what I
was covered for with the Personal Liability for
which they gave me a scenario that pretty much
impressed me.  I then said, yeah, but what if my
model aircraft loses control and I cause damage 
to another party.  Am I covered for that?   The
answer was yes.   So at the end of the day, I have 
my own Personal Liability cover for R3 a
month and a mere R500 excess amount.  So
quite frankly, I am better off with my own
insurance for claims under 2,5 million and
pretty much screwed for claims above that!!
(* Relate to earlier paragraph) Hmm . . .
Actually there is a problem here.  If I tried
making a claim through my own Insurance
Company and they found out that I had
SAAMA insurance covering me for the same

thing, there would very likely be some issues.
Like, I might face the hefty SAMAA excess
anyway!  So quite frankly, I would probably be
better off not being a SAAMA member in this
case.  So actually, if I could negotiate a higher
Personal Liability, I would not need SAAMA
insurance at all and I would be far better
covered!!   Something for me to think about —
being a SAMAA member could restrict any
claim on my own Third Party Cover!

(How many of you are aware that the so-called
Warranty card which comes with your new
vacuum cleaner actually limits the rights you
have under something called “expectation of
use”?)

Getting back to the actual excess amount
though, why is it that my excess is only R500
for R2,5 million vs say 1% of R2,5 mil for the
SAAMA Insurance?  This is absolutely crazy
and quite frankly unacceptable!!     

Now in my mere 25 years or so of RC
experience, I have noted that there are some
pretty wealthy people out there who fly radio
control models.  And these sort of people can
and often do have a say in how things are done
and run.  For them, 10k or more might be
nothing, but for me it is a lot of money.   

It would appear that the SAAMA insurance
policy is not in the interests of the less fortunate
and could have a nasty impact on there lives
should an unfortunate event occur.  From my
experience, a higher premium could be
negotiated for a lower excess.  Has this avenue
been exhausted or is it just me being a little
paranoid over this whole insurance issue,
considering that I have never had an accident in
all the years I have flown. (Touch wood fast) 
But then I am reminded of the fact that I could
be on the receiving end of a nasty accident and
would hope that the offending party is going to
pay.  (I have had a few close shaves from other
aircraft hitting me or just missing me whilst
flying my own aircraft and I know that JL was
recently knocked over — some impact, that! — 
by a just-launched model)  And for a smaller
claim, what if the excess payable plays a major
factor in the covering costs and that person
cannot pay.  Then what!!  

Come on SAAMA, you can surely
negotiate/purchase a better Insurance Policy
than the one we currently have.  
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A lot of people have joined SAAMA primarily
because of the Insurance cover they get.  When
they become aware of the finer detail, they may
well not be renewing their membership and
purchase their own. 
  

Day membership.
This subject seems to have been going on for
some time now (over two years!) and not got
anywhere.  The bottom line is that, should a
newby arrive and want to fly, SAAMA is
insisting that the person becomes a member in
order to be covered by the insurance policy.   

Well, to be honest, I sort of agree with this.
Flying radio control aircraft has risks involved
and for this we must have Insurance.  Because
the risk of something bad happening is quite
low, we have become quite relaxed and tend to
forget the ‘what if something happened’
scenario.   

Now one of the ideas that surfaced was that of a
club purchasing an additional SAAMA
membership, which they could use for
beginners.  At first it did sound like a good idea, 
but what if you have more than one beginner (or 
other un-insured persons) pitching up one
Sunday morning.  That one “open insurance
policy” cannot be used to cover everybody and
quite frankly, if I were the Insurance Company,
I would expect no less than to find this form of
insurance being abused.  So it’s really doubtful
that idea would be accepted. 
From what I have been told, a beginner flying
under guidance of an instructor does not really
need insurance, as the instructor will be held
responsible if anything happens. This does
make some sense, as the instructor should be
able to recover a bad situation before it
happens.  The responsibility of making sure the
aircraft is airworthy would too fall on his
shoulders.   Whether or not an instructor would
want to take on the responsibility of the excess
payable is another story and was raised at the
AGM and hence the issue of day membership
being able to solve this.    
Well, the easy solution to this problem is to
have an insurance policy with better terms as
already detailed.

(In fact JL tells me that he has — in writing —
three different statements in this regard.
One says that the instructor is responsible.

Another says that the owner of the equipment is
responsible.
A third says that the owner and the instructor
are responsible jointly.
What sort of a vague definition is this under
which to operate a so-called accident cover?)

As for non-beginners not under instruction, I
would have to agree with SAAMA’s stance that
the pilot becomes a SAAMA member.  Of
course, should that person have his own
‘suitable’ insurance, then all of this is a
non-issue anyway.  
I do not think that the club ought to be sticking
their neck out to cover somebody that has no
insurance.  That person must be made aware of
the risks and make suitable arrangements so
that he is covered.  RC aircraft do not fall into
the category of cars and boats.  They are far
more dangerous and can acquire speeds of
more than 300 km/h.  Watching Steve fly the
Opus  with 700W+ in the nose, you quickly
realize that he is flying a lethal projectile.  The
latest generation of electric aircraft also carry
batteries that can be quite volatile and if
involved in a crash, could result in a house or
car being burned to the ground.  Imagine an
aircraft such as Adriaan Engelbrecht’s F5B
model as shown in the Jan/Feb issue of
Southeaster.  Here we are talking 2000 to 4000
Watts of power.  So not only do we have a fast
aircraft, but it is also literally carrying a live
warhead!     

So at the end of the day, we need to take our
sport seriously.  We need to take all the
necessary precautions and be covered which
means insisting that newcomers get insurance
before they fly.    
To end off, if anybody has some good ideas on
this issue, or for that matter know how other
clubs elsewhere in the world handle insurance,
I would love to hear from you.
See you on the flying field —

            Brian
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253 Lansdowne Road, Claremont 7700
(not far from Kenilworth Centre)

021 - 683 2168
(Alan & Andy Imrie)

Super Sniper
860 mm span EDF

needs Wemotec 480 system
      R 1750

Great Planes
Balance System

to establish CG position
       R 300

Carbon Strips
6 x 1 and 3 x 1
R 40 - R 50 Carbon Tubes & Solid

8 x 8 square
8 mm and 4 mm od tube
1,5 mm to 4 mm round

R 20 - R 140

Assorted
Tapes

R 25 - R 50

Velocity  
needs radio,

    battery & ESC

   R 500

Unimat 6-in- 1 (three illustrated)
micro-engineering machine

with bed extension
     R 4500 (was R 4900)

All
1000 mm

long
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 Competition Scene

         Harry S. Hawk

The first Sunday for the February Postals was
blessed (sic!) with a 40 km/h wind and no
chance of flying, but the 12th, although it
started overcast and dark, turned into a rather a
decent morning . . .

Ed had a couple of people on the bungee and
there was a wide range of electrics on the field.

Emanuele and Silvano had set out their winch
and Brian was inspecting various helicopters
and DLGs when JL arrived on the scene,
pleasantly surprised by the change in the
weather.

There were only the three of them for the
Postal, but that was enough — no room for
mistakes though.

Brian always has rude things to say about JL’s
elderly (it’s 24 years old!) Sagitta, but he’s
prepared to sacrifice his principles when the
Postals are at stake!  He found two patches of
sink but still averaged almost 51/2  minutes and
respectable landings, although the Sagitta
made some really watzing approaches!

Emanuele found the BoT airbrakes were lifting
during launch and then not retracting properly,

and he wasn’t prepared to fly it with spoilers
taped down, so he flew the Ava, which really
behaves in the same league as JL’s Psphynques 
— two-furlong-per-fortnight stuff, but . . .

On flight four, the Ava suddenly plunged to
earth — from only about 5 or 6 metres but hard
enough to damage the wing breaks and snap the 
fuselage boom.  Turns out the battery pack — a
fairly large one — was flat, despite having been 
cycled / charged the evening before.

He was ordered invited to fly the long-
suffering Sagitta for his last flight to get a full
Team Score, and proceeded to show Brian that
it really wasn’t too bad — 10 seconds over and
right on the spot!

Brian came down to tree-top height at a little
over a minute on one flight, but then “did a
Mulder”, climbing right out and having to use
spoilers to get down in time!  It was that sort of
a morning — full of holes but lift if you could
find it.  Emanuele found one serious hole but JL 
managed two — one just over 3 minutes and his 
last flight was barely more than 2 minutes.  His
landings, while not spectacular, saved the day
for him.

total avg

Brian MULDER 355 288 280 354 359 2021 327
 Sagitta-900 70 50 85 85 95 77

Emanuele VALPERGA 191 300 344 345 350 1780 306
 Bird of Time / Ava / Sagitta 90 60 0 0 100 50

John LIGHTFOOT 275 360 192 355 139 1716 264
 Sagitta-900 75 80 75 75 90 79

team score 5517

Postals — 12th February
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The wind blew strongly from the north on the
19th but JL collected some sort of a bug later
that week and, feeling rather feak and weeble
on the 26th, had elected, with the added
incentive of misty conditions and low cloud, to
stay in his nest.

Ed called by at lunch time — under a nearly
clear blue sky! — to deliver some subs, and
reported that . . .

 The day started with low gray clouds and a
fine wetting drizzle.  Mike had a great flight
with his electric plane, until a servo packed in,
which put paid to his flying for the rest of the
morning.  Bob was having superb fun flying his 
hand launch glider on a light bungee and it flew
really gracefully.  

A newcomer to the field, Willem Hoek, retired
SAA Jumbo pilot, and also a member of the
Fishhoek club, flew a beautiful 1936 design
vintage plane, Miss Philadelphia, using a
geared speed-600 motor and an eight-cell
battery pack.

Willem is clearly a potential member after JL’s
heart — he favours built-up models which fly
sedately and the clear yellow covering, the
quality craftsmanship and the flowing curve
from the fuselage to the tail made it a real
beauty to behold. 

The smooth air made it a great day for the
beginners and so Keith and his brother as well
as our own policeman really improved their
skills by getting in lots of stick time.  

Brian-the-Chair flew his helicopter, which
developed rotor flutter due to worn o-rings, and
so he flew his brand new discus-launch glider
— he’d had to wait for a left-hand-launch
Blaster to be imported specially for him, but it
seems it was worth the wait.

 It is not possible to cover all the exiting events
of the morning, but it was really great to sign up 
some new members and to collect subs from
existing ones.

- - - o o O o o - - -

Green Power  
Spending fever has reached all walks of South African life. 
Here’s a fellow who lives in a squatter camp behind Somerset
West in the Western Cape and who now wants a television set — a 
new one, mind, not that second-hand thing in the pawn-shop
window — so he buys one from the High Street furniture retailer.

But he’s back the next day, saying the thing keeps switching off
just at the critical moment.

The shop checks it out and can find nothing wrong, but soon
enough he’s back with the same complaint.

This time the shop sends out a technician to pop round and see
what the problem is.  When the technician gets there he discovers 
that our guy’s shack draws its electricity from a nearby traffic
light and that the TV only works when the light is green!
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 World Record Endurance Flight 
(Passed on by Dave Greer — Thanks!)

On August 19, 2002, what is believed
to be a World Record endurance flight 
of 1 hour 47 minutes, was made by a
Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) named the
Wasp .  This flight was more than three 
times longer than the previous MAV
endurance record of 30 minutes set
two years ago by the Black Widow
aircraft, also developed by Aero-
Vironment Inc., Simi Valley, CA. 

The Wasp  is being developed under
DARPA’s Synthetic Multifunctional
Materials program, which is
exploring materials that combine the
function of structure with another
critical system function such as
power, repair, or ballistic protection. 
This combination is expected to optimize
overall system efficiency and performance, and
realize improved or new capabilities for
military systems. 

The design of the AeroVironment Wasp  MAV
replaces separate battery and wing structure
components with a multifunctional structure /
battery material system, that supplies both the
electrical energy for propulsion while carrying
mechanical and aerodynamic wing loads.  The
Wasp  is the first in a series of developmental
Micro Air Vehicles designed for DARPA to
demonstrate performance enhancement using
these unique multifunctional materials. 

The Wasp is a radio-controlled vehicle with a
“flying-wing” design, with a wingspan of
330 mm, the combined wing structure/battery
pack weighs 120 g, and the total weight of the
vehicle is 170 g.

The vehicle uses off-the-shelf components and
a Lithium-Ion battery, which produces the

highest energy density among all rechargeable
battery systems of this size.  The energy density 
of the battery structure was 143 watt / kg, with
an average output power of over 9 watts during
the flight. 

The aircraft is stable and simple to fly, using
manually operated ground control of the
aircraft’s throttle, rudder, and elevator surfaces. 
The next generation of Wasp  will incorporate a
simple autopilot and carry a color video camera 
payload. 

The Wasp aircraft design, fabrication, and
flight test were performed by AeroVironment,
while Telcordia Technologies, of Red Bank,
N.J., contributed to the conceptual design of
the wing-structure-battery and supplied the
custom-designed, plastic Lithium-Ion battery
materials that were incorporated into the wing.
The Naval Research Laboratory, Washington,
DC, contributed to the conceptual design of the
wing-structure-battery and helped to
co-ordinate the prototype development. 

Don’t worry about avoiding temptation.  

As you grow older, it will avoid you!
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 Big Bird 

Wynton Tavill 

Herewith some observations and
details concerning my Big Bird
which John is convinced is a BoT —
it really isn’t, although the wing
planform is similar.

I purchased the kit ( sticks and laser
cut ribs and fuse pieces) from Sky
Bench Aerotech in the States
(www.skybench.com ) and built it up
completely over about 21 /2  months.  The choice
was determined by the following factors . . .

I had only recently got back into model flying
—– approx 2 years ago.  Up to now I can only
build during the winter as I have worked
hectically during the summer months.  Pressure 
of work has barely enabled me to keep flying
during summer.  I love model aircraft
construction and have been building a few
models since restarting the hobby, though
seeking to be ever more adventurous in terms of 
construction complexity. 

I am afflicted with a condition known as
dystonia (“writers cramp”) and needed some
activity which would provide manual
manipulation other than writing and typing to
de-stress my hand/arm muscles. 

My first love is sailplanes and thermalling so
the choice was — what was strong, efficient
and big enough to be a fun flyer that was not
beyond my range of experience in building, yet
would still challenge me at this stage?  It had to
be around 2,5m.  I searched the internet — this
model was highly recommended by a wide
range of flyers, as well as really appealing to
my aesthetic senses.  To me a plane has got to
have lovely lines in the sky and not just appear
to be a plank attached to a stick that whizzes
about.

The MD designer is Ray Hayes — he has a
whole range of Bird series — the original BoT
was designed by someone else.  The Big Bird is 
available in 100 inch (2,52 m) and 110 inch
(2,8m) spans, and with electrical powered
options.

Here are Ray’s specifications —

Wing Span 100 in
Wing Area 820 sq. in
Airfoil S-3014
Wing Loading 7,5 oz/sq.ft
Flying weight with spoilers 42 oz
Ballast    up to 54 oz. 

(don’t ask me to convert to metric!)

Ray has a range of aircraft models in the Bird
range (he has others too), which all use the
unique BoT shape of wing planform
(superficially) — Little Bird  (2m), Big Bird
(100 - 110 inch / 2,5 – 2,8m) and Sky Bird
(132inch / 3,35 m). All are sailplanes first, but
include an electrically powered conversion
option with the kit.

The kit built pretty well with a few minor
caveats and tweaks needed here and there.
RCGroups.com always provides a wealth of
useful info because someone has always been
there before, so I was aware of some potential
pitfalls before I started construction. 

I decided to build in spoilers as indicated on the
plans — no parts or details were included and
that was a minor learning curve too.  The
spoilers are operated by individual servos
mounted in the wings. It seemed wise to
include inspection covers underneath the wings 
for access to the servo mechanism as it took a
bit of work to get the cranks just right so that I
could get maximum travel out of them, and
achieve an equivalent action from both spoilers
together.  The only change I would now make
there is to put in soft springs pulling the spoiler
horns towards the closed position because the
servos chatter as, according to my set up, they
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are ‘stressing’ slightly against the closed
position stop, to give slight pressure to keep the
spoilers firmly closed.  The springs (even very
small rubber bands) would relieve the servos
stress in this position.

The covering is Oracover, which I initially
chose because I had seen it praised.  It is very
light, and most especially the colours are much
more vibrant than Solarfilm — albeit there is a
cost premium.  I found Oracover to have a
higher heat threshold before shrinking but the
finish is superb and it really is very strong,
adding a lot to the sturdiness of the model
without any major weight penalty.  The trim is
all cut from Solarfilm; yes, I know one can buy
purpose-cut trim but I like to suffer a bit for the
Cause, and anyway I had the various colours on 
the shelf so I decided what would work and
designed it up on a computer first to check it out 
(an approximation only).  The all-up finished
model flying weight with radio/servos/battery
and heavy 13mm steel wing connector rod, is
1250 g, which is on spec for this model.  Its thus 
pretty light for its weight giving an excellent
wing loading for a model this size.

I would love to build this plane again but would
opt to build the 110 inch version (it has a couple 
of rib bays extra in the inboard wing panel).
This time I would rather build it with flaperons
as I believe the benefit would be more than
worth the additional trouble of cutting and
bracing (that option isn’t included in the kit). 

I would have to ensure that the inboard wing
section was suitably braced against torsion.

Now — if you know of any youngsters /
newbies who want to buy either or both of . . .

• A very pretty 1,5m HLG (scratch-built but
strong and good looking — I flew it a
number of times previously at Youngsfield)

• A small electrically powered 1m wingspan
J3 Cub  (also a kit but very nicely made) let
me know. 

Give me a call on 021 - 762 2778
       or 082 457 0877

I live in an apartment and don’t have any major
emotional attachments to these aircraft, and am
running out of room to keep them.  They both
have servos/battery, and an ESC in the Cub —
all they need is a radio Rx.  

I could take out the servos and reduce the price.
I haven’t worked out what is a reasonable price
yet — the servos alone cost R200 apiece new so 
it would make sense to buy the servos with the
plane.

*
John is working hard to bring me up to speed on 
flying competitive postals.  I look forward to
future attempts with much enthusiasm.

See you at the field . . .

      . . . Forever upward!

Kind regards
      Wynton 

Can you raed tihs?  Olny srmat poelpe can.  I cdnuolt blveiee taht I
cluod aulaclty uesdnatnrd waht I was rdanieg.

The phaonemneal pweor of the hmuan mnid, aoccdrnig to a
rscheearch at Cmabrigde Uinervtisy, means that it deosn’t mttaer in
waht oredr the ltteers in a wrod are, the olny iprmoatnt tihng is taht the
frist and lsat ltteer be in the rghit pclae. The rset can be a taotl mses
and you can sitll raed it wouthit a porbelm.  Tihs is bcuseae the huamn
mnid deos not raed ervey lteter by istlef, but the wrod as a wlohe.
Amzanig huh? Yaeh, and I awlyas tghuhot slpeling was ipmorantt!
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 The Sterkfontein Slope 

Evan Shaw

Well what a shitty Sunday.  Rain, rain and more
rain, so there was not going to be any flying at
the thermal field, but all was not lost. 

Charl phoned and told me that he wanted to test
fly his Zagi which he had fixed during the week 
and if the sky had cleared enough and the wind
blew a little then he would come around and
fetch me and we could go and test the slope that
we had been eyeing for several months that is
situated just behind where I live.  My house can
be seen in the background in the picture with
Charl and me holding our Zagis. 

Well around midday the conditions had cleared
a bit and there was a gentle breeze coming out
of the north.  Charl arrived, so we packed the
bakkie and headed off to the slope.  There was a 
light drizzle, but it wasn’t going to stop us now!
We needed our flying fix. 

When we arrived at the slope there were plenty
of swallows about so we knew there was some

slope lift.  We trudged through the wet grass to
the slope edge and found a light but steady
breeze blowing straight onto the slope.  My
Zagi , which weighs only 450g was light
enough for the conditions so off it went.  Charl
had to wait because his weighs 750g and would
never have been able to stay up in the
conditions.  As it was, there was just enough
wind to keep mine aloft and I was able to keep it 
just about eye level most of the time. 

The amazing thing, which I have never
encountered before, was that every swallow in
the vicinity came and formated on the Zagi and
followed it’s every move.  It was an incredible
sight and we were lucky enough to catch it on
camera.  There were literally hundreds of them
following the Zagi  as it flew in slow lazy passes 
up and down the slope. 

I could have spent hours doing this, but
unfortunately my battery was getting low on
the Tx (I’d only had an hour or two in the
morning to charge) so I was forced to land after
I’d made about twenty passes.  I can hardly wait 
to go and try this again. 

Charl did try and fly, but as I said earlier, the
conditions were too
light for his heavy
beast and all he
achieved was a short
circuit and landing
down the face. 

Cheers 
    Evan



 . . . and some more on the Sterkfontein Slope . . . 

. . . from Piet Rheeders

With Wednesday being a public holiday for
voting (a straight forward 5 min job if you time
it right) it gave us a whole day to fly our hearts
out . . . weather permitting that is.  If not, then
you can build your heart out . . . wife permitting 
that is.  Anyway I managed to get the necessary
clearance from my local “Pantoffel-
Regeering” and off I went to Evan’s place.

We picked up the pizzas Evan had ordered and
he suggested that we stop off at the slope on our
way back and enjoy them up there.  It was only
my second visit to this slope and the first time
we were going to attempt the route with a
normal rear wheel drive car.  To find the
entrance to the road that leads to this slope is
already an achievement and once you’re on it,
the track to follow is so faint that you definitely
need a co-driver.  The grass at places is so high
that it gives you the feeling that you are
somewhere in the bush, miles and miles away
from civilization.  After 15 minutes or so you
land up at the back of the slope in a nice
clearing with some tall trees for shade.  With
the lack of wind we decided to enjoy our lunch
in the shade of the trees and gazed up at them to
see if there was any wind whatsoever.  
After lunch there was still nothing, but seeing
we were there we took our Zagis, locked the car 
and mounted the crest of the slope. The long
grass suggested some good landing spots but I
know most Gauteng slopes are rocky by nature
and most of our slope landings on them are
normally a “Smashing Success”.

One of the things that always make a visit to the 
slope worthwhile is the view.  If there is no
wind you can always enjoy the view.  So we sat
down on the most comfortable rock we could
find. (You know — the one that best fits ones
“unique physique”)  There was so little wind
that even the butterflies were having a hard
time to stay up.

Now my imagination started to play up —
“Evan, do you think we can get to that field that
we used to fly thermal on, the one just behind
your house?  How far do you reckon it is?

1,5km?  I dare you! If you can make I will
chuck off my 600 gram monster and match
your distance.”  The words were out before I
could think of the consequences.  A little bit
more reasoning followed, then Evan turned on
his radio ready to go.  It was going to be a
straight glide home.

Evan’s Zagi  became smaller and smaller as the
seconds passed.  After losing sight of it totally a 
couple of times it suddenly came to rest in a
series of cartwheels 20 metres short of the gate
on the far side of the field.
Now it was my turn.   There was no way he was
going to let me get out of this one — me and my 
big mouth!  Off she went . . . no return now . . . 
too much up trim . . . she’s wobbling a bit . . .
put in a little down . . . that’s better . . . hang, I
wished I had better colors on top! Can you still
see her Evan?  Help me keep sight of her
please?  I think she’s down.  Another series of
cartwheels 150 metres short of Evan’s Zagi .
“Ok let’s go get them!  It is now 5:15 and I still
want to go and vote!”

We drove down to the near side of the field,
where I dropped Evan off so he could walk
through and pick up the models.  Then I drove
around to the other side to pick him up with two 
intact Zagis.  They are tough models and there
was no damage at all.  The long grass and soft
ground had saved them.

I think the Sterkfontein slope has got lots of
potential so watch this space.  We are still
waiting for that elusive wind to come but
sooner or later it will happen — we will keep
you posted.
Oh, by the way, I did make it to the polling
station with a half an hour to spare.

Regards
    Piet 
PS. The actual distance covered by the two
Zagis was measured by Evan on Google Earth
— Evan 1,1 km and me —1,0 km.
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Mark Williams

021 - 556 0458 083 430 1275
info@capesailplanes.com

JR Models       
Baby Discus    

1,5m Pocket scale ARF Glider   
      R1200

JR Models            

Handsel HLG        

1200 mm span Weight 350 g   
Amazing flying ARF hand launch  glider!

     R1150          

     JR Models(Czech)
   Lunak

   2,6m ARF
  Pre painted yellow glass fuselage

and oracovered wings.
Airbrakes are pre-installed!

R2750

JR Models(Czech) Habicht
2,2m span

Fibreglass fuselage and plug in wings.
Wings and tail covered in Oracover

— decals provided.
            R2700
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 Slope Report 

Sandy & Wessie

“Huge Fire on Table Mountain”, screamed the
headlines, and the Cape Slopers thought that
their winter flying days were over for a couple
of years, but, and it may be that all our luck or
favour with the wind gods has been used up
here, our flying site was remarkably untouched, 
with the fire razing the front of Signal Hill more 
or less from end to end, and coming right up to
the bench at our flight line.  

It completely bypassed our
landing area, which was the 
biggest stroke of good
fortune — bare earth with
burnt sticks and rocks is not 
a good surface on which to
land a R 7000 hollow
moulded glider.

Trust us, there were quite a
collection of clearly audible
‘phews’ following this good
news!

*
Three weekends ago, a fresh southeaster was
forecast for the Western Cape, so we leapt into
Wessie’s car and, with trailer full of planes
attached, zoomed off to Hermanus.  Well the
‘fresh’ southeaster decided not to follow us, and 
stayed firmly in Cape Town, with hardly
enough wind to move the grass on the top of
Rotary Way.  The locals looking really happy

with the fact that for once there was no howling
southeaster in the area, while we were left
wondering what we had done to deserve this! 
After contemplating the two or so hours drive
to Red Hill from Hermanus, and given that it
was already lunch time, we decided instead to
go into the town and have an ice cream and see
if the local Paperweight shop had any RC mags
in stock.

*
We did have one good flying day at Signal Hill,
with a west to southwest wind providing fairly
good lift.  It was the prime opportunity to try

out Wessie’s new PSS find, an 
AMD Zero that had been
lying in a local shop for some
time.  The Zero had no
Manual or documentation of
any kind, so finding a CoG
was a matter of sticking
several sticks of tyre-
balancing weights, purloined
from various tyre fitment
centres, in the nose until we

got to the plane balancing about one 
third chord back from the leading
edge.

Well, suffice it to say both André
and I were green with envy and
mentally kicking ourselves for not

moving quicker and getting the Zero for
ourselves, because this plane is a great flyer,
with our ad hoc CoG setting proving to be bang
on!  

Nothing like a nice War Bird zipping around
looking like the real thing to provide a thrill,
even inverted flight is a breeze for this nice
little plane, even though it has quite a dihedral.   
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After spending quite a bit of time flying the
Zero, posing in flight for the nice pictures, and
everyone having a turn to twiddle the sticks, we 
decided it was time to have a go with a Passaj
that Eric Arnaud the Aeromod Dealer kindly
lent us to try out.

The Passaj is basically a flying wing, very
much in the same vein as a Bee  or Zagi , but it is
manufactured by the same guys that do the
ProdiJ, MiraJ and ArkanJ.  

It is made using the same techniques, basically
a dense foam core is laid over with fibreglass
and carbon tows, out of which the ailerons are
cut, and then re-hinged back on using silicon
hinging.  The ailerons are wedge shaped and at
first glance look a little small, especially
compared to the Bee .  The wing comes in two
pieces so it is very easy to transport.  It has one
carbon rod that slips into tubes in either wing
half, and the battery compartment provides the
other alignment.  It is a good idea to tape both
wing halves together using Fibre tape, just to
make sure they don’t slide apart in flight.  

After the first launch it did feel a little like a
Bee , but pretty soon we found out the
differences — this plane is very fast, feels a lot
more precise in flight, with the ailerons proving 
to be extremely effective.  This plane would be

a very good choice for someone wanting to
move up from a Bee  or Zagi , who wants a
moulded plane — especially if they do not have 
a computer radio, as you could at a pinch get by
with similar radio gear you use in a Bee, such as 
a 2 channel Tx, and a mixer.  However, you
would need two micro servos for the ailerons.

The wing being of the same kind as the Prodij,
this is also a strong plane, and is a good choice
for the slopes we have to fly on in the Cape, as it 
can take a lot of punishment, and even if you do
happen to bang it in, these wings are not very
difficult to repair, with just epoxy and micro-
balloons.

*  *  *
The guys from the Southern Peninsula have had 
a rather better time of it all, with great
southeasters blowing most of the time over Red 
Hill and St James.  Martin’s dulcet tones
echoing from the TOSS weather line, with
terms such as “There is a fresh SE blowing and
Red Hill is rocking . . .”, have left us only able
to seethe with envy, especially when we are
sitting on Rotary Way while they are hogging
one of the best southeasters in ages . . . . . .
GRRRRRRRRR . . .!!

Talking of which, the third Mini Falcon has
been having quite a time down south, with
Kevin raving about it every time we speak to
him — at the same time telling us he is having
to fix it again, as he overcooked it on a speed
run, and ploughed into the hillside, or
something like that!  These little planes are
remarkably tough for moulded slopies, and we
may just bring in some more if we can!

Sandy’s Mini Falcon is still sulking, having
lost out to the Peregrine on Signal Hill as
reported in the last Slope Report, but should be
in the air again, hopefully sometime soon!

*  *  *
The AGM of AFC took place on the 8th of
February, where Ross stepped down from the
Chairmanship and Chris Neumann, the German 
Giant  (Swiss actually) taking over the reins.
Sandy was placed in charge of organizing
Hermanus for 2006, which should be fun, and
he has already had some ideas on how we can
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possibly improve on the already great job that
Ross and Co have been doing until now.
Obviously we are not going to let anything out
of the bag until later, but be sure to mark your
calendars now for the end of November, to
make sure you are not going to miss out.  

On behalf of the members of the Atlantic
Flying Club we wish to express sincere
gratitude for Ross-the-Boss’ years of service.  

Thanks Ross, you’re the real BISCUIT! 

*  *  *
The AFC Pegboard has finally been erected on
Signal Hill.  Please take along a peg if you go
flying there, and it may be a good idea to take a
few extras as well.  Sandy, André and Wessie
spent the morning trying to make a small hole
into a large rock, but eventually the board was
up and we were able to get some excellent
flying time as well.  

Unfortunately, by the time we got back to our
cars, someone had already messed with the
board by turning it aroung in the still-wet
cement. (Sigh!).

We ask everyone on the hill to use it, so that we
can ensure that everyone flying has a safe, fun
time, and does not get shot down by someone
turning on their transmitter without checking. 

Thanks to Steve Hammer for helping with this.

*  *  *

As seen elsewhere in this issue, Wessie is the
new owner of Clowns Hobbies , and by
implication this means that Tim Mathee has
eventually decided to head down under.  Tim
has been a long time member of the AFC and an 
avid supporter in the growth of model
aeronautics in South Africa, and we would be
amiss if recognition and thanks were not
extended to him as well.  Thank you Tim, we
know you will keep in touch. 

*  *  *

So Until next time
. . . if someone turns to you and says, “You are
on Candid Camera” . . . er . . . no . . . er . . .
sorry, wrong show, we mean “May the (wind)
force be with you” . . . er . . . no . . . er . . . “This
is Mork signing out . . . Nanu . . . Nanu . . . You
Great Dork!”

(These Slope Addicts speak a totally strange
language! JL)

 Till then, happy flying — fly safe.

        Wessie & Sandy
            Slope Addicts

 The Pegboard Team admire their handiwork 

 Peter Netterville about to launch Opus 

 Neil de Beer
executes a

fast-but-not-so-low
  pass  
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Postal Scores — February 2006

1 Midrand Model Soarers 6671
2 Durban Model Aircraft Club 6476
3 Black Eagle Radio Gliders 5873
4 Southern Soaring Club 5517
5 Eastern Thermal Busters 5452
6 EL Model Aircraft Club 4933
7 Vaal Model Gliders 2896
8 White Hills Radio Flyers 1803

name club best 3 disc class aircraft section span

1 C. Goodrum MMS 2291 0 Eish! MH-32 3.3
2 A. Sneedon DMAC 2280 0 Graphite MH-32 3.2
3 M. Stockton MMS 2251 0 Eish! MH-32 3.3
4 T. Potter DMAC 2187 0 Cobra MH-32 3.2
5 P. Rheeders BERG 2187 0 R Tsotsi-100 SD-7032 2.5
6 P. Carnall ETB 2139 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
7 K. Stockton MMS 2129 0 Elipse-1 RG-15 2.9
8 E. Shaw BERG 2061 0 Shongololo 3.0
9 D. Greer DMAC 2034 0 Esprit SD-7037 3.2

10 B. Mulder SSC 2021 0 Sagitta-900 E-205 2.5
11 B. Fanning DMAC 2000 0 Illusion 3.2
12 G. Roberts ELMAC 1992 0 Jouster SA-7036 3.0
13 M. May BERG 1928 0
14 D. Slatter DMAC 1913 0 Star RG-15 2.8
15 P. Eagle BERG 1873 0 Estrilla
16 I. Theron ETB 1871 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
17 F. Wittstock DMAC 1869 0 R 2.5
18 R. Conradt DMAC 1840 0 Shongololo 3.2
19 W. Steffny BERG 1814 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
20 M. Siebert WHRF 1803 0 R Super Monterey 10% fb 2.5
21 E. Valperga SSC 1780 0 Bird of Time 10% fb 2.5
22 J. Lightfoot SSC 1716 0 Sagitta-900 E-205 2.5
23 G. Nieuwoudt VMG 1664 0 Supra AG-40-43 3.4
24 P. Hakkesteeg ELMAC 1509 0 Jouster SA-7036 3.0
25 H. Weber ETB 1442 0 Eish! MH-32 3.4
26 J. Roberts ELMAC 1432 0 R 2m am Glory 10% fb 2.0
27 S. Macglone DMAC 1414 0 2m Spirit Elite SA-7035 2.0
28 K. Mathews ELMAC 1389 0 Quasoar S-4061 3.1
29 B. Roberts ELMAC 1357 0 R 2m Prophet 10% fb 2.0
30 D. Denly DMAC 1343 0 2m Gentle Lady S-3010 2.0
31 C. Viviers BERG 1274 0 2m Tsotsi SD-7032 2.0
32 F. King VMG 1232 0 R 2m Spirit 2.0
33 C. McNiel BERG 1022 0 2m Windfree Clark-Y 2.5
34 G. Prahm BERG 845 0 2m Spirit S-3021 2.0
35 C. Roberts ELMAC 742 0 Jouster SA-7036 3.0
36 S. Tladi MMS 550 0
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 Postal Comments 
— from Club Correspondents around the country —

SSC (3 pilots)  John Lightfoot

All that rain which has been soaking the Highveld
area arrived on the wind which we’ve been leaning
into down here!  The first Sunday was quite
unflyable, but the second was a little more
reasonable.  There was bouyant air to be found, but of
course there were also holes aplenty.

Brian managed a decent score but Emanuele suffered
model problems, sticky spoilers on one and then
battery failure on another, finishing with a third.

DMAC (9 pilots) Don Slatter

Sunday 5th was a rather windy day with a low turnout 
of pilots as a result.  However, still very flyable and
the wind did diminish later in the morning although
there were still some gusty moments.  Some
reasonably good lift at times but also some very
strong sink if you were in the wrong place at the
wrong time.  I know because I found the proverbial
‘hole-in-the-sky’ on my 3rd flight which had me back 
on the deck in under 2 mins and not even managing to 
make it all the way back to get a spot!  Brian Fanning
has fitted crow flaps to his Illusion and this has made
a big difference with his landing points.  Sheldon was
getting good duration results with his new Spirit Elite
but missed out on his landings.  Allan flew his new
Graphite but swopped to his Sangoma when he
decided the wind was too strong for the light aircraft
and he did not have suitable ballast. 

Sunday 12 February 

This time the weather looked great. Hot, with some
high overcast and a light wind. The conditions one
would expect to produce really good lift all around.
However, it was not to be as easy as that; although
there was lift around, it was generally very gentle and
one had to really work at it to achieve 6 min. flights.
This testifies to the excellent flying by Allan who
improved upon his already good score from the
previous Sunday and only dropped 20 points out of
the max. that can be scored. He achieved this flying
his new Graphite which he says was excellent under
the low wind, gentle lift conditions. 

MMS (4 pilots) Mark Stockton

Only the four of us braved the thunderstorms and rain
that have been very welcome from Monday to Friday, 
but pretty much wrecked flying weekends for recent

memory.  The previous weekend was also rained out
with thunder and lightning putting paid to what
should have been a 2200 plus score for Kurt.

Craig, Kurt and I completed at least one flight in rain/
drizzle.  We also had the problem of low cloud
blowing through under our planes, making visibility a 
serious problem.  Kurt had the rain creeping into the
programming buttons on his JR 3810 on his last
flight, which caused an enormous amount of stress
for him and he missed his last landing.  If he hadn’t,
he would have scored well over 2200.

It is really cool to see that our development of
younger pilots at MMS is paying off. (We had more
juniors at the field Saturday than seniors!) Kurt
rounded off what will be a good club score, and ably
filled a void normally filled by much more
experienced pilots like Michelle, Trevor, Tim or
Anton.  I think if he continues to build on this form
the German juniors will definitely have some
competition in Slovakia! 

Craig is flying unbelievably well, dropping only 9
points over 5 flights — he is SO on form.

BERG (6 pilots) Piet Rheeders

Sunday morning the 5th dawned with not a cloud in
sight and with no sign of wind.  By 08h30, just before
I left the house, I spotted birds overhead, already
circling in weak lift.  Needless to say I could not get
into my car fast enough to rush off to the flying field,
after all, days like this are a rare occasion these days. 
I was to be proven wrong, for the closer I got to the
field the more overcast the sky became.

Evan and Mike May had already set up the winches
and were ready to go.  I got my new Tsotsi 100 RES
assembled and, with only two weekends of testing
and setup, today was going to be its first real flight.

Evan summed up the conditions right and apart from
damaging his wing joiner of his Shongololo on
landing and switching to his Tostsi for the last two
flights, had no problem in beating us. 

Mike also read the air well but timing the landings
was a problem for him.  On the other hand, I was
struggling to find the lift but managed to land
consistently.
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The second Sunday the conditions were turned
around with the day starting almost totally overcast
and not looking good for thermal activity.  Once again 
as I got closer to the field the conditions changed but
this time got better and better the closer I got.

My test flight yielded a 5:30 and was an indicator for
me that the tweaking I did was for the good.  Then I
did my first flight, and what a humdinger it was —
6 minutes on the dot and a 1 metre spot — a perfect
Max!!! — one that I will remember for a long time to
come. 

VMG (2 pilots) Gert Nieuwoudt

The first weekend some club members were doing
the Vaaldam sailing race and missed out on the
postals. The weather was very hot and humid. 

The next weekend rained out on the Saturday and had
high winds and possibility of rain on the Sunday so
there was no refly.

ETB (3 pilots) Izak Theron

The first weekend got rained out but three of us
braved the threatening rainstorms on the second
Sunday.

WHRF (1 pilot) Lionel Brink

I was the only one flying for WHRF for this round. 
Conditions were windy but manageable with small
pockets of lift around when you could find them.

ELMAC (6 pilots) Pieter Hakkesteeg

First weekend was rained out. 

Second weekend extremely hot, no wind at first but
later did pick up.  Scores improved slightly.  Two new 
3 metre gliders were tested but need a lot more
practice.  At last we were able to put in a score (first in 
9 months.)

Welcome back!  Great to hear of new models! JL

SGC (0 pilots) Volney Klintworth

Waterlogged field prevented any flying!

- - - o o O o o - - -

     Girls’ Night Out 
— or Why females should avoid a girls’ night after they are married — 

The other night I was invited out for a night with “the girls.”  I told my
husband that I would be home by midnight, “I promise!”
Well, the hours passed and the margaritas went down way too easy.  Around 
3 am, a bit loaded, I headed for home.  Just as I got in the door, the cuckoo
clock in the hall started up and cuckooed three times.  Quickly, realizing my 
husband would probably wake up, I cuckooed another nine times.  I was
really proud of myself for coming up with such a quick-witted solution
(even when totally smashed), in order to escape a possible conflict with him.

The next morning my husband asked me what time I got in, and I told him
“Midnight”.  He didn’t seem pissed off at all.  Whew!  Got away with that
one!

Then he said, “We need a new cuckoo clock.”

When I asked him why, he said, “Well, last night our clock cuckooed three
times, then said, “Oh sh*t”, cuckooed four more times, cleared its throat,
cuckooed another three times, giggled, cuckooed twice more, then tripped
over the coffee table and farted.”
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Present —
Charles Flee Peter Joffe
Klint Klintworth John Monk
Piet Rheeders Evan Shaw
Malcolm Siebert Wolfgang Steffny
Ilma Stockton Izak Theron

Apology was received from Lionel Brink

Approval of Previous Minutes was proposed
by Malcolm and seconded by Evan.

Election of New Committee
 Peter Joffe advised the committee that he is
resigning as both vice-chairman and F3J rep.
Lionel was suggested as alternative but he is
not available for the management committee.
Evan proposed Ilma as vice-chairman —
unanimously accepted.  Ilma accepted the
appointment.

All other members of the management
committee are still willing to serve in their
various portfolios and as no other nominations
were received they were considered re-elected.

Evan Shaw Chairman
Ilma Stockton Vice chairman
Klint Klintworth Treasurer
Izak Theron Secretary

Treasurer’s Report — Klint Klintworth
 The donation to the Southeaster was
approved again. 

Badges budget reduced to R1000. 

Nationals trophies budget kept as is. 

Bungee budget kept at R1500. 

Stickers budget removed.

Opening balance will be R7340.77

Portfolios

F3J — Piet Rheeders
 Piet Rheeders volunteered to take over from
Peter Joffe.

F3B — Charles Flee
 Team selection process to be published for
next year’s F3B worlds team in the SAMAA
News.  Charles to forward details to Peter Joffe.

Slope Soaring  — Izak Theron
 DMAC switchblade event went well.
Black Eagle at Volksrust is the next event on the 
sloping calendar.

Juniors
Nothing to report except training for F3J team
has started and Ilma confident they will be
ready for the worlds.  They are being separated
from the seniors in order to receive proper
attention.  Ilma wanted to know if the 1st F3J
comp and the HTL #2 can be used as
qualifying.  It was agreed that this be allowed as 
there isn’t enough time to reschedule the
calendar to accommodate enough proper F3J
competitions.

Postals  — John Lightfoot
 Nothing to report yet — first Postal due in
February.  John requested that entries this year
MUST specify if the model flown is Open
class,  RES100 or 2m.  If not specified it will be
assumed that the model is Open class.

G2K  – John Monk
 As Piet has taken over the F3J portfolio,
John Monk has volunteered to take up the
reigns again as G2K rep.  Bungee material still
available.  Clubs are welcome to submit
requests to the MGA for bungees as long as
they submit scores for the G2K postals.  John
Monk to confirm the date and venue for the first 
G2K Jamboree.

 Minutes of the 
   MGA Committee Meeting 
     held on Wednesday 1st February 

(It should be noted that this is a condensed version of the Minutes, for the information of readers.
It has been edited where practicable, and should not be regarded as the Official Version. JL)
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Cross Country — Paul Carnall
 Cross country event planned for the coming
weekend in Volksrust.

F5X — Malcolm Siebert 
 There would unfortunately not be an F5J
team to represent South Africa this year, but the 
events will continue as per the planned
calendar.

Badges  — Evan Shaw
 John Lightfoot suggested the badges be
called Achievement Grades / Badges.  In light
of the implications of the word “proficiency”
being misleading, it was generally agreed by all 
members present to change the name to
Achievement Badges to avoid possible
misinterpretation as to a pilot’s proficiency
level, especially in view of existing Proficiency 
levels already in place in other SAMAA SIGs.

Thermal League  — Lionel Brink 
 The man-on-man matrixing format will be
enforced this year as it is felt that it gives the top 
pilots an unfair advantage and the more average 
pilots stand a better chance of scoring well
against (and possibly beating) these top pilots.
Matrixing software / spreadsheets to be
circulated by Lionel for general use by the
event organizers.

Lionel was unable to organize the HTL #3
event.  Malcolm confirmed that the WHRF
field is still available for this competition.
Although gliding is not one of the main fields of 
interest at this club it is felt the field should not
be lost to the gliding fraternity.  An organizer
needs to be arranged for the HTL #3 event to be
held here.

Reports of Regional Delegates
 Regional Reports were received from the
Western Cape and Kwazulu Natal.

See Appendix A

Transformation & Development —
           (Ilma Stockton)
 Some potentially big possibilities are in the
pipeline, which will be discussed at a SAMAA
meeting next week.  

General discussion followed where Peter Joffe
suggested some F3K planes, electric park

fliers, shockfliers and helicopters fly at half
time during night cricket games to promote the
hobby.

Calendar 2006
 Latest version of the calendar to be updated
and distributed by Evan.

MGA Communication
 All the relevant websites to be updated to
show the latest calendar.

Any Other Business
 MGA rulebook publication on F3X website
is going slowly but Ilma making progress. 

New legal frequencies to be updated. 

Malcolm to forward F5J rules to Ilma for
inclusion on the website.

ETB agreed to “donate” their complimentary
copy of the Southeaster magazine to Simon
Ntladi.

Nationals —
 Welkom not going to host the Nats anymore
as Ricky has taken ill and won’t be able to
co-ordinate the event.  Joint venture between
BERG and MMS suggested.  BERG to
investigate the availability of their field.  ETB
field also available as an alternative.  Date will
stay as per the calendar.

F3J Worlds 2008 —
 An intention to bid was entered to run the
World championships in 2008.  Wolfgang
warned that if there isn’t consensus that we can
do it and do it properly we should not enter a
bid.  The actual running of the event is not the
problem but the planning and organizing
leading up to the event is crucial.  Wolgang
suggested that a possible solution is getting
professional event organizers together with
suitably big sponsorships.  It is unsure when the 
deadline for the bid is but it is somewhere in
March.  Before any further steps are taken
someone has to take ownership of the project.

The next Meeting is scheduled for the —

23rd March.

- - - o o O o o - - -
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Appendix A

Regional Reports

Western Cape (John Lightfoot)

I'm afraid that there's virtually nothing
constructive to report!

There have been TWO flyable Sundays in the
eight weeks since the last meeting and activity
has been limited to a few trainer-types and
some electrics.

Two models were saved from destruction by
the application of #1 of the two vital “Before
Launch Checks” —

(1) Controls working and in the correct sense
(2) Sky clear above and behind

A brand new Trinity  had a dubious battery and
my elderly Sagitta had a dead rudder servo!
The latter having died between one flight and
the next.

Postals are due to be flown on the 5th and 12th
February.

Could Club Delegates be asked to make sure
they indicate when a model is RES/100 or 2m
. . . otherwise it is assumed to be Open Class.  

RES/100 is a bit of a mouthful with which to
head the relevant column in the score sheet, so I 
propose to use a single letter —

 L (for Limited) or R (for Restricted).  My
preference is for R (after all it is the first letter
of the new title) but I would appreciate input
from the Committee.

Kwazulu Natal (Don Slatter)

January 2006 got off to a poor start for DMAC
with the first of the Bill Vos Memorial Trophy
contests being wiped out on 8 January due to

rain.  It was re-scheduled for the following
Sunday, 15 Januar,y and was nearly cancelled
again due to an unpromising start with strong S
to SW winds.  However, we hung in there and
with the wind dropping considerably, flying
eventually got under way at about 11h00.

We were rewarded by the development of some 
good lift conditions.  Good thermalling
techniques were shown by Brad, John and Paul
and especially promo pilot Ross Henderson
flying an Ellipse.  Old stalwarts Dave, Allan
and Warren also put in their usual good
performances.  Simon Nelson experienced
some radio glitch on an initial practice flight
and damaged his Eish  and then flew his Petrel
2m

Warren Butler 2953
Brad Conlon 2851
Paul Boswarva 2752
Ryan Nelson 2708
Dave Greer 2694
Alan Sneedon 2576
Ross Henderson 2489
John Coulson 2451
Don Slatter 2410
Brian Fanning 2378
Fred Wittstock 2207
Simon Nelson 1874            

After the contest, Alan Sneedon put up his
brand new Graphite  on its first flight and was
very happy with it.  Said it appears to be more
of a floater than his Sangoma or Eish , probably 
due to its lower weight.

There will be several DMAC pilots going to the 
HTL and CC at Volksrust on 28/29 January.
These include Dave Greer, Warren Butler, Fred
Wittstock, Don Slatter and possibly some
others.

- - - o o O o o - - -

Ginger Rogers was being interviewed about her
stage / screen dancing career with Fred Astaire.

Asked how they got on together, she commented —

“I did everything Fred did . . . only backwards and in high heels!”
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— The Second Great Flood —

In the year 2008, the Lord came unto
Noah, who was now living in Australia,
and said: “Once again, the earth has
become wicked, and over-populated, and
I see the end of all flesh before me.”

“You need to build another Ark and save
two of every living thing, along with a few 
good humans.

“You have 6 months to build the Ark
before I start the unending rain for 40
days and 40 nights.”

Six months later, the Lord looked down
and saw Noah weeping in his yard — but
no Ark.

“Noah!” He roared, “I’m about to start
the rain! Where is the Ark?”
“Forgive me, Lord,” begged Noah, “but
things have changed.  I needed a building 
permit.  I’ve been arguing with the
inspector about the need for a sprinkler
system.  My neighbours claim that I’ve
violated the neighbourhood zoning laws
by building the Ark in my yard and
exceeding the height limitations.  We had
to go to the Development Appeal Board
for a decision.
“Then the Department of Transportation
demanded a bond be posted for the future
costs of moving power lines and other
overhead obstructions, to clear the
passage for the Ark’s move to the sea.  I
told them that the sea would be coming to
us, but they wouldn’t listen.

“Then I had problems getting the wood.
There’s a ban on cutting local trees in
order to save an endangered species of
bandicoot.  I tried to convince the
environmentalists that I needed the wood
to save the bandicoots — but no go!

“When I started gathering the animals,
an animal rights group sued me for
confining wild animals against their will.  
They said it was cruel and inhumane to
put so many animals in a confined space.

“Then the local council ruled that I
couldn’t build the Ark until they’d
conducted an Environmental Impact
Study on your proposed flood.
“I’m still trying to resolve a complaint
with the Human Rights Commission on
how many indigenous people I’m
supposed to hire for my building crew.
“The Immigration Department is
checking the status of most of the people
who want to work and I’ve even had a
letter from Amanda Vanstone asking
about my ethnic background!
“The trades unions say I can’t use my
sons. They insist I have to hire only
Union workers with Ark-building
experience.

To make matters worse, the Taxation
department has seized all my assets,
claiming I’m trying to leave the country
illegally with endangered species.
“So, forgive me, Lord, but it would take at 
least 10 years for me to finish this Ark.”

Suddenly the skies cleared, the sun began 
to shine, and a rainbow stretched across
the sky.
Noah looked up in wonder and asked,
“You mean you’re not going to destroy
the world?”

“No,” said the Lord. “The government
beat me to it!”

- - - o o O o o - - -


